
FIELDS EXPECTED LEARNING F S E RS

Learn and reinvent rhymes and couplets

Read and share songs and poems of your taste and preference

Follow a simple instruction to craft an item

Read simple narrative texts

Write simple narrative texts from your imagination with images and text

Read advertisements and identify their content and characteristics

Solve addition and subtraction with natural numbers up to 1000

Solve multiplications with natural numbers less than 10

Mentally calculate addition and subtraction with two-digit numbers less than 100

Use conventional units of time: day, week, month and year

Uses some unconventional units of distance and length, weight and capacity: meter, kilogram, 

liter

Construct and describe geometric figures

Presents an exhibition on some aspect of its natural or social environment

Participate in dramatic games and theatrical performances

Describes chronological events of his history and that of his family with the use of temporal 

references

Describe the location of your home and other places using basic spatial references

Uses a wide vocabulary when speaking

Select a song or children's round to present it in public

Coordinates basic movement patterns in activities and games to foster self-control and 

orientation in space

Explore postural and respiratory control in games and activities, to improve self-awareness 

and care

Elaborate alternative solutions to challenges and problems that arise in activities and games, 

to meet the goal that is set

Identifies your personal strengths that help you stay calm and get along with others

Explains the process carried out to face a problem and the emotions associated with this 

process

SOCIO-EMOTIONAL EDUCATION

MOTOR COMPETENCE

SECOND GRADE RUBRICS

PERFORMANCE LEVEL

SPANISH

MATH

ORALITY



Proposes ideas of new activities that you would like to carry out

Recognizes how their friends and family feel when someone treats them right or wrong

Recognizes the different parts of the body and practices good hygiene and eating habits

Distinguishes liquids, solids and gases in the environment

Identifies the impact of its actions on the environment and promotes its care

Recognizes the sense organs, their function and care

F: Featured

S: Satisfactory

I: Elemental

RS: Require support

SOCIO-EMOTIONAL EDUCATION

NATURAL SCIENCES


